KAADAR ‘18

Kaadar is a group of tribe that reside at Athirapilly. Despite being a tourist spot, the inmates here lack the basic need of livelihood. Team H2O had decided to take up initiative for their need. As an initial step we had conducted our first event under pranava’18 at kaadar.

Our team of 9 enthusiastic and dynamic volunteers with a common motto to provide a motivating learning space to the young minds, renovated an Anganvadi in Kadar tribal village on 24th of March'18. The project covered painting and decorating the walls of class room so as to make it attractive for the young champs.

HERE IS SOME SNAPS FROM THE DAY:
Later on 27 April 2018, our volunteers along with our faculty in charge visited the students at anganavadi, as they were on their vacation the other day. The day was made colourful with handful of toys for the kids. They were also provided with colourful yet attractive chairs according to their requirement.